English

Math

∙
Your Charged MacBook

∙
Writing Utensil


∙
Your Charged MacBook

∙
3Ring Binder (2" sufficient)

∙
Pocket dividers (5 dividers) or 3hold punched folders for inside the binder

∙
12 packs of looseleaf collegeruled notebook paper (preferred) 

OR
12 collegeruled notebooks
(for notes and homework)
∙
Mechanical (preferred)+replacement lead 

OR
wooden pencils

 I highly recommend this
PaperMate Mechanical Pencil
(set of 2 and the eraser lasts a LONG time, is great, and is
replaceable)  one of the norms that I would like to set is that they have only 1 or 2 pencils (same
with pens) that they need to keep track of the entire year instead of losing/using up/wasting a
bunch of pencils (because they were cheap and they purchased 12 of them at the beginning of
the year) and then constantly borrowing or being without a pencil
∙
Eraser(s)  I highly recommend the 

Pentel High Polymer Eraser
 it's cheap and is the best
eraser ever invented
∙
A

TI84+ Graphing Calculator
 it does NOT have to be the color calculator or the "CE" model
and the TI83+ calculator is sufficient if they already own it. A Casio calculator is 
not
acceptable.
The menu options are completely different and not compatible with iSTEM.
∙
Graph paper

∙
A highlighter

∙
A ruler

∙
A pack of Postit notes and a pack of 3"x5" colored notecards (prefer not white)

∙
A writing utensil box to keep their writing utensils organized  doesn't have to be exact but

something like this 
plastic one
or 
mesh one
The links are suggestions, but not requirements.


Exploring Computer Science/Code.org
∙
Your Charged iSTEM MacBook

English
∙
Your Charged MacBook

∙
Writing Utensil

∙
Pencils/erasers

∙
spiral notebook(s) or 3ring binder with looseleaf

∙
colored pencils

Art
∙
Charged iSTEM iPads, classroom set ~ remain in classroom


∙
Stylus for use with iPad


